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Secure Communication for Multiquadrotor
Networks Using Ethereum Blockchain

Pramod Abichandani , Member, IEEE, Deepan Lobo , Smit Kabrawala, and William McIntyre

Abstract—Ethereum blockchain is a powerful, open-source
technology for creating decentralized and secure information
sharing systems. The main contribution of this article is the exper-
imental validation of an Ethereum blockchain-based software
and hardware architecture that enables secure communication
for multiple small unmanned aerial vehicles (sUAVs). The exper-
iments involved three DJI M100 quadrotors that shared images
captured during flight based on smart contracts created using
Ethereum’s Turing complete programming language. The smart
contract was designed so that only the intended recipient sUAV
could access a specific image. The effect of image size, difficulty
level, and consensus algorithms on image transfer times dur-
ing flight are noted and point to the feasibility of this system in
practical missions. The effects of wireless network disruptions on
the Ethereum network are documented. The fully documented
smart contract code is open sourced to assist readers in quick
prototyping. As efforts for decentralization and security of mul-
tirobot systems continue to grow, the system architecture and
implementation detailed here may serve as a guide for future
research.

Index Terms—Cyber–physical systems, secure communica-
tions, testbed and trials.

I. INTRODUCTION

Multirotor small unmanned aerial vehicles (sUAVs) have
emerged as an aerial platform of choice in commercial,
research, and defense markets due to their distinct advantages.
These advantages include their ability to perform vertical
take-off and landing (VTOL), hover at a spot, and yaw at
a zero-turn radius. Several market studies provide insight into
the $50B+ (and growing) global sUAV market size [1]–[5].
This growth in market adoption of sUAVs is primarily due to
their affordable cost and strict government regulations across
most nations on the use of large UAVs for nonmilitary appli-
cations. Multirotor sUAVs are used for several tasks, such
as agricultural yield monitoring, land surveying, photogra-
phy, air quality assessment, search and rescue operations,
formation control, target tracking, payload transportation, and
military operations [6]–[10]. Additional uses of these sUAVs
are found in meteorological and atmospheric studies [11]–[15]
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Fig. 1. Three DJI M100 drones were fitted with the required hardware for
a three-node Ethereum network.

and inflow mapping [16]–[18]. This article reports on experi-
ments involving a network of multiple quadrotors, as depicted
in Fig. 1, that use Ethereum blockchain for securely sharing
image data during outdoor flight missions.

Blockchain is an open source, distributed, immutable ledger
that maintains a record of every information transaction among
peers in a network. Every peer in the network has a copy of
this ledger. It enables transactions between peers without an
intermediate trusted central authority and verifies the transac-
tions with the same amount of certainty as a central authority.
The trustlessness provided is a key benefit of blockchain
technology—it eliminates the need for an intermediary to
govern and verify interactions on the network. Blockchain
technology has been applied extensively in multiple indus-
tries, including finance, healthcare, energy, agriculture, smart
cities, real estate, and vehicular networks [19]–[35]. A slew
of recent applications illustrates the growing ubiquity of
blockchain-based software systems for artificial intelligence,
5G, Internet-of-Things (IoT) security, identifying deepfake,
and package delivery [36]–[40].

An important aspect of blockchain technology is the imple-
mentation of smart contracts. A smart contract is an executable
software program that governs the transactions between peers
in the network. Rules for the network can be programmed into
smart contracts to automate sophisticated information-centric
tasks. The introduction of Ethereum Blockchain in 2013 pro-
vided the ability to program smart contracts in a Turing
complete language called Solidity. Carefully developed smart
contracts enable autonomous systems comprised of multiple
agents (peers) that can perform decentralized decision making
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Fig. 2. Each node included the flight control hardware and a separate computer running an Ethereum blockchain node. Flight control data was communicated
via a 915-MHz mesh network. Ethereum blockchain data was communicated via WiFi.

in applications, such as IOT, multirobot systems, smart cities,
and artificial intelligence [36], [41].

In a multirobot system, each robot performs a specific
task as the group works together toward completing a larger
goal. Multirobot systems have been used in precision farm-
ing, creating interactive displays, IOT networks, and industrial
robotics [42]–[45]. Blockchain can provide security for trust-
sensitive multirobot systems in the form of data confidentiality,
integrity, entity authentication, and nonrepudiation [46]. The
distributed ledger of a blockchain ensures that decision making
is distributed and collaborative missions can be easily pro-
grammed while eliminating a single point of failure for data
storage.

This article elucidates the hardware and software archi-
tecture; the quadrotor, computing, and radio hardware used;
and the software development tools used to implement an
Ethereum-based secure communication system.

The main contributions of this work are given as follows.
1) Experimental validation of an Ethereum blockchain

system for secure data transfer between three DJI
Matrice M100 quadrotors during flight. Fig. 2 depicts
the conceptual architecture of this system.

2) A software architecture that seamlessly integrates the
Ethereum software stack with a quadrotor flight control
stack.

3) Results of four key experimental studies:
a) the effect of varying blockchain difficulty on

inflight data transfer rates between three quadrotor
sUAVs;

b) the effect of varying data size on inflight data
transfer rates between three quadrotor sUAVs;

c) the effect of Ethereum network disruption on the
communication between three quadrotor sUAVs
while inflight;

d) the effect of increased payload (Ethereum network
hardware) on the flight-times of the quadrotor
sUAV.

4) To further assist the development of such systems, the
smart contract developed in this work has been open
sourced and shared for use by the community [47].

The remainder of this article is as follows. Section II dis-
cusses existing literature with Ethereum blockchain applied
to robotic systems. In Section III, the hardware and soft-
ware architecture used in the experimentation is described.
Section IV provides in-depth results of the experiments.
Section V provides discussions about the results and future
directions.

II. RELATED WORK

The body of work that applies blockchain technology
in robotics applications continues to grow [46], [48]–[58].
A majority of these studies have covered blockchain-based
robotic system design and associated simulations. A common
theme in these studies is improved security, behavior differ-
entiation, and data integrity provided by using the blockchain
technology to enhance robotic operations [46].

A. Simulation Studies

The intersection of blockchain technologies and robotics
has been the focus of several simulation studies [48]–[51],
[55]–[58]. Kapitonov et al. [48] simulated a communication
protocol for multiagent systems to participate in business
activities using Ethereum blockchain and smart contracts.
The communication protocol consisted of smart contracts
interacting with autonomous agents running the robot operat-
ing system (ROS). The verification of transactions took place
using Air-token and Ether [59]. The authors used the proposed
communication protocol for an sUAV employee management
system that consisted of a dispatcher node and an air traffic
control (ATC) node.

Strobel et al. [49] simulated an approach to establish secure
swarm coordination mechanisms for a group of robots and
exclude Byzantine members using smart contracts deployed
on the Ethereum blockchain. The proposed approach was sim-
ulated in autonomous robots go swarming (ARGoS) robot
swarm simulator interfacing with a Geth Ethereum client [60].
Smart contracts were used to register the robot members,
define movement strategy, and select a decision making strat-
egy using a voting system to create a consensus among
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the members. The smart contract implemented strategies that
included a member’s time limit to cast a vote, a renewal
of the decision strategy each time a new strategy was
selected, and check on different blockchain versions by ver-
ifying the hash value of the blocks. The performance of the
blockchain approach proved superior over classical swarming
approaches [61].

Youssef et al. [55] proposed a cloud system architecture for
an sUAV and sensors designed for surveillance of a dam site.
The sUAV collected these data and delivered them to the dam
monitoring center. The authors used the Bitcoin framework
and the Proof-of-Work (PoW) consensus protocol to provide
data integrity, traceability of the sensor data in the wireless
sensor network. The authors simulated several scenarios to
demonstrate the time delays for secure sensor data.

Aggarwal et al. [56] proposed a communication model
based on the Ethereum blockchain for the Internet of Drones.
Ethereum blockchain provided authorization, data integrity,
and authentication for the data collected by the drones in the
system model via Proof of Stake (PoS). A single drone was
selected to be the forger node responsible for authenticating
and validating the blocks in the blockchain. The computation
cost for block creations was calculated as 384 b, of which
128 b represented the identity, and 256 b is the hash value.
The computation time for block creation and validation was
found to be 0.023 ms.

Barka et al. [57] developed a Bitcoin blockchain-based
sUAS for monitoring and surveillance of critical infrastruc-
tures. Blockchain provided security against three types of
breaches: 1) adversaries targeting software; 2) adversaries
targeting hardware; and 3) adversaries targeting communica-
tions. The authors provided a performance evaluation of the
proposed system using the NS-3 simulator over an area of
16 km2 with four ground control stations. The authors pro-
grammed the occurrence of ten events around five randomly
distributed critical infrastructure. Detection rates in the order
of 95% were observed in simulation with lower false alarm
rates as compared to classical approaches [62], [63]. The
authors concluded that the high detection ratios and reduced
overhead showed that a blockchain-based sUAS could pro-
vide accurate decisions which are crucial in monitoring critical
infrastructure.

Kang et al. [51] proposed a reputation-based data sharing
scheme for secure data sharing among vehicles to over-
come the security vulnerabilities of vehicular edge computing
servers. The scheme was based on a consortium blockchain
where the nodes were preselected in a public blockchain to
establish a shared and distributed database with smart contracts
used to enable data management automation between the vehi-
cles. Security analysis of the proposed scheme showed that the
security of the data storage and high-quality data sharing over
traditional reputation schemes.

Afanasev et al. [50] proposed an Ethereum blockchain-
based decentralized network to monitor, control, and log
workflow events for a cyber–physical production (CPP)
system. The machines in the proposed CPP system commu-
nicated by exchanging cryptocurrency tokens. An essential
feature in the system was that the cryptocurrency tokens

Fig. 3. Prior experimental studies with blockchain and robotics involve use
of robotic arms (top-left) [54], ground robots [65] (bottom-left), and single
sUAV with RFIDs (right) [66].

would be distributed between the machines well in advance,
according to the priority of services, thus creating a con-
sensus where Nothing-is-at-Stake automatically. The authors
proposed implementing their system for a PCB manufacturing
plant by determining the rules of operation.

In [58], the application of a multirobot path-planning algo-
rithm using the blockchain technology was investigated. A
probabilistic road map (PRM), path-planning algorithm, was
implemented alongside Hyperledger Fabric, an enterprise-
grade blockchain platform [64]. The average latency to commit
a transaction to the Hyperledger Fabric was 112.46 ms, thus
validating that a blockchain platform has the potential for
enabling secure and scalable distributed systems.

B. Experimental Studies

In contrast to the numerous simulation studies published in
the literature, only a handful of experimental studies involv-
ing blockchain technology for robotics applications have been
published thus far [54], [65], [66]. The key to these studies is
the integration of a blockchain software stack with a robotic
system, such as an industrial robotic manipulator arm, ground
robot platforms, and quadrotors.

Network latency is a crucial metric to be tracked in experi-
mental studies as it directly affects the data refresh rates of a
robotic system. Fig. 3 depicts the experimental platforms used
in representative experimental works.

Lopes et al. [54] proposed an experimental architecture
to control a UR3 robotic arm where the robotic events are
logged on the RobotChain blockchain and its movement con-
trolled with a smart contract program [53]. Logic programmed
in the smart contract sent instructions to a robotic arm to
pick and place objects based on data processing of images
obtained using an RGB camera by an external computer. The
arm speed in picking up the objects was measured to validate
that the proposed blockchain-based architecture was capable
of controlling the robotic arm in real-time.

Danilov et al. [65] provided experimental validation proce-
dures to identify flawed liability executions in order to suspend
payments to questionable service providers using blockchain
in a Duckietown environment [67]. The consensus protocol on
blockchain technologies provides a method to detect malfunc-
tioned agents in a network when agent behavior goes against
the behavior consensus defined by the members in the network.
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Fig. 4. Left: Hardware architecture for each node including the flight hardware and hardware running the Ethereum blockchain. Right: The DJI M100
quadrotor platform featured a Raspberry Pi 4 computer for controls and motion planning and a 915-MHz mesh radio for networking with other quadrotors.
The mesh network was used to communicate position, velocity, acceleration, and other relevant controls data.

The blockchain platform used in this work was Ethereum.
A prototype of the proposed system was implemented where
smart contracts validated the liability of the autonomous agents
and directed their movements.

Fernández-Caramés et al. [66] documented experiments
for an automated inventory management system using RFID,
a single sUAV, and Ethereum blockchain technology. The
authors evaluated two consensus protocols for the Ethereum
blockchain, Proof of Authority (PoA), and PoW. A quadrotor
sUAV was manually controlled to fly around the warehouse
and tag the inventory items using the RFID tags. The time
taken to identify the inventory items using a quadrotor and
store their identification value on the database was measured.
It was shown that the time taken to validate blocks averaged
at around 15 s for PoA while for PoW, the validation times
varied significantly from 5 to 70 s.

These experimental works have paved the way for more
sophisticated robotics studies involving blockchain technology.
At the same time, there still exists a gap in the literature about
the hardware and software architecture required to effectively
implement such robotics systems as well as the evaluation of
such systems in real-world field operations.

This article addresses the gap and expands on the above
body of work by focusing on the physical implementation
of popular blockchain technology—Ethereum—for multiple
quadrotor sUAVs operating outdoors.

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

This section elucidates the experimental platform developed
for the Ethereum-based secure exchange of image files.

A. Quadrotor Setup for Motion Planning

Three DJI Matrice M100 quadrotors, referred to as
Nodes 1–3, were used [68]. Each quadrotor setup hosted a

communication node in the Ethereum blockchain network.
Fig. 4 depicts the quadrotor hardware setup.

The quadrotors came equipped with a proprietary DJI M100
N1 flight controller with inertial sensors and GPS. The N1
flight computer was responsible for position control using
velocity and yaw-rate inputs. Each quadrotor provided a
real-time telemetry stream of accelerometer, gyroscope, mag-
netometer, and GPS data. The quadrotor position was defined
in a local frame using latitude, longitude, and height with
a predefined origin point. For motion planning and con-
trol, each quadrotor Node was equipped with a Raspberry
Pi 4 computer (Quad-core Cortex-A72 (ARM v8) 64-b SoC
@ 1.5 GHz, 4-GB LPDDR4-3200 SDRAM). Motion com-
mands and telemetry streams were communicated between the
Raspberry Pi and DJI Flight stack using a UART connection
using software function calls provided by the DJI’s onboard
C++ SDK. The flight processing Raspberry Pi 4 for Node
2 was equipped with a V2 camera module for image capture
with 8 Megapixel still image resolution.

Each quadrotor was equipped with a 915-MHz transceiver
radio module used for half duplex, bidirectional mesh
networking between quadrotors for motion data telemetry
using RF links at 300 kb/s. A round-robin scheduling tech-
nique for sequential wireless communication was implemented
for the fair distribution of wireless bandwidth and fault toler-
ance. As part of this technique, only one quadrotor transmitted
its information at a time. This information payload contained
position and velocity data and was received by the remain-
ing quadrotors either through one-hop direct communication
or through indirect multihop relaying. The order in which the
quadrotors communicated in the round-robin was randomly
determined at the beginning of the mission.

The positioning of the quadrotor was defined in a frame
with a predefined GPS origin coordinate O consisting of
a latitude (radian), longitude (radian), and height from the
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Fig. 5. Left: Three Ethereum Nodes were setup using 1 NVIDIA Jetson TX2 and two Raspberry Pi 4 computers. The nodes ran an EVM and communicated
with each other using an 802.11 network setup using WiFi routers. Right: Ethereum computing hardware mounted on DJI Matrice 100. This picture depicts
the miner node mounted on the quadrotor.

ground (meters). A quadrotor’s motion during the experi-
ments was broken into three components: 1) take-off; 2) offset
alignment; and 3) waypoint following.

The first stage for each quadrotor was taking off to a height
of 1 m. The quadrotor would then move to the predefined
origin coordinate O and then to its defined offset position,
which included a height of 5 m for all experiments. Once all
three quadrotors were at their assigned offsets and communi-
cated with each other through the transceiver radio modules,
the waypoint following stage would begin in which all three
quadrotors would proceed to the assigned waypoint, while
maintaining their offsets. A set of custom spline genera-
tion functions, implemented in Python, were used to generate
minimum snap 7th-order splines passing through N pres-
elected waypoints [10]. A ground station computer hosted
a Web-based user interface for mission configuration, clock
synchronization, and mission upload.

B. Ethereum Hardware Setup

The Ethereum network was implemented using a sepa-
rate set of computers that were mounted on the quadrotors
and is depicted in Fig. 5. Keeping the blockchain computing
hardware separate from the flight control hardware ensured
modularity and avoided taxing any single computing system.

1) Miner Node: The transition of the Ethereum blockchain
state takes place when a block is deemed valid. The valid-
ity of a block is determined through the process of mining.
Node 1 was equipped with an NVIDIA Jetson TX2 com-
puter (Quad-Core ARM Cortex-A57, 256-core NVIDIA Pascal
GPU, 32-GB eMMC 5.1, 8 GB 128-b LPDDR4 Memory). The
Jetson computer was selected as a miner due to its appropriate
computational resources for validating and adding new blocks
to the Ethereum. As depicted in Fig. 5, the Jetson was mounted
on an Orbitty carrier board, and the assembly was mounted
in a black colored OrbittyBox [69]. The miner node was also
designated as the bootstrap node and was responsible for form-
ing the overlay network with the nodes. The remaining nodes
connected with each other over the TCP port of the bootstrap
node.

2) Other Ethereum Nodes: Node 2 was equipped with a
Raspberry Pi 4 computer (ARM Cortex-A72, 1.5 GHz, 4-GB
LPDDR4 Memory) and acted as a node in the Ethereum
network. A separate process on the flight processing Raspberry
Pi 4 used openCV for image capture. The captured images
were transferred to the corresponding Ethereum blockchain
node 2 Raspberry Pi 4 using a Python-based server–client
WebSocket connection. Nodes 3 was also equipped with a
Raspberry Pi 4 computer and acted as a node in the Ethereum
network.

3) Radio Hardware: The Ethereum network was estab-
lished with the help of 2.4-GHz WiFi routers. Given that the
Ethereum node hardware was hosted on a set of sUAVs, it was
prudent to evaluate options that provided network connectiv-
ity with respect to their mobility. Accordingly, three different
WiFi routers were evaluated. Each experiment used a specific
type of WiFi router. The routers were: a Verizon 4G LTE WiFi
mobile hotspot, an AC1750 wireless dual-band gigabit router
from TP-Link, and an EA9500 Max-Stream AC5400 MU-
MIMO Gigabit WiFi Router from Linksys [70]–[72]. Table I
provides the ranges and bandwidth of these WiFi routers.

The Verizon hotspot hardware provided a most mobile
option out of the three, as it could be mounted on the quadrotor
itself. However, the bandwidth provided was relatively lower
than the other two options. On the other hand, the Linksys
router provided the strongest WiFi connection outdoors due
to its long-range MIMO configuration.

C. Consensus Algorithm

Consensus algorithms provide blockchains with its char-
acteristic features of decentralization—trustless security,
immutability, privacy, and transparency. The PoW consensus
algorithm is widely used in Bitcoin and Ethereum [73]. Other
consensus algorithms include PoS [74], PoA [75], and practi-
cal Byzantine fault tolerance (PBFT) [76]. In our experiments,
we evaluate the effect of PoW or PoA algorithms on time
taken to transfer images through the Ethereum network. The
PoW algorithm is based on the SHA-256 cryptographic hash
function [77]. The PoA algorithm is implemented in Ethereum
through a protocol called Clique [75]. An issue with PoW is
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Fig. 6. Example Genesis file with Ethereum blockchain parameters.

TABLE I
NOMINAL RANGE AND BANDWIDTH FOR RADIOS USED

IN THE EXPERIMENTS

that it is impossible to control the mining frequency and con-
trol the block times. On the other hand, PoA block validation
times are consistent and do not vary significantly.

D. Ethereum Software Setup

A private blockchain was set up between the three nodes
(Nvidia Jetson and two Raspberry Pi computers) in the
network with individual read and write permissions given
to each node. Each node ran an Ethereum virtual machine
(EVM) [78]. The EVM is the Turing complete virtual machine
that processes and handles transactions being carried out in the
Ethereum blockchain. Since this was a private blockchain, the
identity of each Ethereum node was known and verifiable.

1) Geth Ethereum Client: The Geth Ethereum client was
used in our software development. Geth is written in the Go
language. There are two types of accounts in a blockchain:
1) externally owned accounts (EOAs) and 2) contract accounts
(smart contracts). Using the Geth console, an EOA account
was created for each of the Nodes 1–3. An Ethereum account
is defined by a pair of keys, private key, and a public key, and
each account is indexed by its address, which is derived from
the first 20 B of the SHA3 hashed public key [79].

2) Truffle Development Environment: The Truffle develop-
ment environment was used to develop, verify, and deploy
our smart contracts. Truffle is a command-line interpreter

(CLI) tool with a built-in compiler for smart contracts, auto-
matic contract testing, scriptable, extensible deployment, and
migrations framework [80]. The Truffle environment provided
methods to interact with the deployed smart contracts. An
automation script written in Javascript called instances of the
functions in the smart contract. Each node featured its automa-
tion script to interact with the smart contract. This approach
was adopted to maintain the secure communication protocol
and ensure that each node calls only the functions in the smart
contract meant for it. The smart contract was coded in Solidity,
which is an object-oriented programming language [81]. After
compiling the smart contract code, it is translated to bytecode,
which is executable in the EVM.

E. Ethereum Smart Contract

1) Genesis Block: The first block in the Ethereum
blockchain is called the Genesis block. The Genesis block con-
tains parameters that define the blockchain. The Genesis file
used in our experiments was written in JSON and is depicted
in Fig. 6. The blockchain parameters initialized in the genesis
file include the following.

1) Difficulty: This parameter is a measure of the
computational complexity of mining a block to find
the hash value. It determines the speed of mining
of the blockchain network and can be used to calculate
the deviation from the expected block time [82].

2) Gas Limit: The maximum amount of gas that the
sender is willing to spend for a particular transaction.
Gas is a unit used to measure the effort required for
a particular computation in an EVM. Gas price is the
value the transaction sender is willing to pay per gas
unit and is measured in GWei. Ether is the token used
to pay for gas.

3) Alloc: The alloc parameter is only used in the case of
a private blockchain. This parameter is used to allocate
funds (Ether) to the respective accounts in the network.
The allocated fund balance should be significantly
higher than the gas limit such that the accounts do not
run out of gas when executing transactions. The allo-
cated funds do not have any value outside of the private
blockchain.
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Fig. 7. Ethereum software setup used in our experiments. The smart contracts featured secure functions to ensure images can only be sent and received by
predetermined nodes. In this case, the image transfer across the entire network happened from Node 2 to Node 1, from Node 1 to Node 3, and finally from
Node 3 back to Node 2.

Nodes with the same Genesis file are connected to the same
private blockchain network to maintain proper synchronization
of the blocks. For these experiments, four genesis files were
created with increasing orders of difficulty.

The block difficulty values were set to the following values.
1) Difficulty 1: 0x1.
2) Difficulty 2: 0x10000.
3) Difficulty 3: 0x100000.
4) Difficulty 4: 0x1000000.
The alloc and gasLimit parameters of the genesis file

were left unchanged. Each run of the experiment was con-
ducted using one of the genesis files copied in each of the
nodes. Once the nodes were connected to the same private
network and synced together, Node 1 then deployed the smart
contracts to the private Ethereum blockchain.

In a private blockchain, it is up to the devel-
oper/administrator of the system to decide the gas price for
each unit Wei. A private Ethereum network is not part of
the public blockchain, so the gas prices are not affected by
the publicly traded value of Ether. In the system documented
here, the gas price was set to 0 when setting up the Geth

environment, which means that the nodes were able to post
transactions while the miner received 0 as payment [83].

Additionally, in a private network, it is assumed that the par-
ticipant node identities are known, and therefore, the Ethereum
addresses are added to an access control list at the beginning
of the smart contract code. The nodes in the private Ethereum
network access the read and write functions of the smart con-
tract based on their Ethereum address definition in this access
control list. The smart contract generates warning events in
the case that an unlisted Ethereum address made an attempt to
interact with the smart contract. A similar approach to provid-
ing trust management between the nodes in the network using
an access control list to ensure trust between the nodes in the
network can be found in [84]. A limitation in the approach,
however, is the inability to dynamically update the access
control list due to the permanent nature of the smart contract.

2) Smart Contract Functions: The smart contracts used
in our experiments were written in Solidity Version 0.6.7.
The contracts allowed for the secure transmission of images
between different nodes in a manner that ensured that only the
intended recipient received a specific image.

Fig. 7 depicts the smart contract and decentralized stor-
age functionalities that were encapsulated in Get() and
Set()functions. The decentralized storage was implemented
using interplanetary file system (IPFS). The Get() functions
were used to read an image hash, while the Set() func-
tions were used to store the image hash on the blockchain
network. The Truffle scripts compiled and deployed the smart
contract into the blockchain environment. Interactions with the
smart contract on the Ethereum took place through transactions
verified by the miner.

Fig. 7 depicts the flow of data through the Ethereum
network. Information about each node’s user account was
stored in the smart contract. A node could only access func-
tions designated to it depending on its node number in the
network.

Node 2 was the first node to receive a new image cap-
tured by the camera. This image was stored in a local folder
on Node 2 and would be uploaded to the IPFS using a
bash script. Once an image was uploaded to the IPFS setup,
an image hash would be generated. Node 2 would use the
Node_2_Set()function to store the IPFS hash in the smart
contract. Node 1 can then use the Node_1_Get() functions
to read the IPFS hash stored in the smart contract. This pro-
cess was repeated for all three nodes. The hash obtained could
then be used to access the image on the IPFS server. Important
debugging messages were printed to the console for the devel-
opers and users to track the transfer of the image hash from
one node to another.

A JavaScript program was used to automate the task of
interacting with the smart contract using the Truffle environ-
ment. The JavaScript on each Node was executed when the
bash script to upload images to the IPFS was executed. The
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Fig. 8. Data flow in our experiments involved image capture and encryption, IPFS image upload, transfer of the image hash over the Ethereum blockchain
followed by decryption of the image.

smart contract code developed for the system can be found on
the RADLab Github repository [47].

F. File Storage

A limitation of blockchain technology is that it is computa-
tionally expensive to store data on it [77], [85]. The IPFS,
a peer-to-peer distributed file-sharing system, was used for
storing the images [86]. IPFS by itself provides a tamper-
proof method of storing and sharing data between nodes
in a network. However, it does not provide any method to
timestamp when the data is added to the network, which is
vital information when performing missions using multirobot
swarms. Another limitation of IPFS is that anyone with a copy
of the root content identifier (CID) has access to the data,
which is problematic when sharing sensitive files between
sUAVs.

By integrating Ethereum blockchain with IPFS along with a
layer of encryption to the data, it is possible to build a secure
information sharing system that overcomes these drawbacks.
Fig. 8 depicts the detailed steps of the data flow involving
encryption, IPFS, and Ethereum. After an image is captured,
the node applies asymmetric encryption protocol OpenPGP,
which allows encrypting a file with a public key that can be
decrypted by only those members of the private blockchain
that hold the decryption key [87]. After encrypting the image
file, it is added to the IPFS, which generates a CID hash, which
is stored on the blockchain via the smart contract. On the
receiver end, the smart contract ensures that the quadrotor node
requesting the CID hash is part of the private blockchain. This
is ensured by verifying the private key of the EOA requesting
the data. After verification, the hash obtained is used to access
the data from the IPFS node via a local HTTP gateway. The
data downloaded from the IPFS is the encrypted image file.
All members of the private blockchain hold the decryption
key, which is used to decrypt the downloaded image.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experiments focus on studying the effects of image size,
consensus algorithm type, and blockchain difficulty values on
the time τimage taken to transfer images across the multi-sUAV
network successfully. In the following, we document image

transfer flight tests that were conducted for 3 min each. The
quadrotor 2 captures images using its camera and transfers
it to the Ethereum Node 2 that is physically mounted on it.
The smart contracts are then deployed to transfer these images
across the entire network (Node 2 to Node 1, Node 1 to
Node 3, and finally from Node 3 back to Node 2). τimage
is the total time taken for this image transfer across the entire
Ethereum network.

As mentioned in Section III-B3, three wireless network
routers were used to create three different sets of experiments.
For all image transfer experiments, two consensus algorithms
were tested—Ethash (PoW) and Clique (PoA).

Figs. 9 and 10 depict the results of our experiments. In each
of these graphs, τimage is averaged across multiple runs of the
experiments and expressed in seconds.

A. Effect of Varying Image Size on τImage

The images from the Node 2 quadrotor camera were resam-
pled to different sizes (100, 500, 750, 1000, 2000, and 3000
kB) before being transferred over the Ethereum network. The
images were sent in increasing order of their resampled sizes.
Fig. 9 depicts the τimage values in seconds averaged across
all experimental runs and difficulty values for the resampled
images for the three different router types. As observed in
Fig. 9(a), (c), and (e), the average τimage varied between 1.66
and 3.01 s when PoA was used for consensus. In contrast, the
average τimage values varied significantly between 5.69 and
28.57 s when PoW was used for consensus as depicted in
Fig. 9(b), (d), and (f).

B. Effect of Varying Block Difficulty on τImage

Fig. 10 depicts the average τimage values in seconds as
a function of difficulty values for the three different router
types. As mentioned in Section III-E, four different difficulty
levels were used in our experiments. The τimage is averaged
across all experimental runs and image sizes for the resampled
images. As observed in Fig. 10(a), (c), and (e), the average
τimage varied between 1.89 and 2.87 s when PoA was used
for consensus. In contrast when PoW was used for consensus,
the average τimage values varied significantly between 2.8 and
142.92 s as depicted in Fig. 10(b), (d), and (f).
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Fig. 9. Average τimage in seconds for PoA and PoW tests for different image sizes for three different network routers. (a) PoA—Linksys Router. (b) PoW—
Linksys Router. (c) PoA—TP-Link Router. (d) PoW—TP-Link Router. (e) PoA—Verizon Hotspot. (f) PoW—Verizon Hotspot.

C. Effects of WiFi Communications Disruption

In case an Ethereum node mounted on a quadrotor loses
WiFi communication with its neighboring nodes, it is impor-
tant that communication between the remaining nodes con-
tinues uninterrupted. This section documents the observed
behavior of the Ethereum network in the face of such
WiFi communication disruption. The flight mission aspect of
the experiments was performed using a hardware-in-the-loop
(HWIL) setup. The HWIL approach provided the ability to
conduct safe and controlled experiments as per the guidelines
of the U.S Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) [88]. All
HWIL experiments were performed using the DJI Assistant
2 software. The software provided a real-time emulation of
the DJI M100 rigid body dynamics to provide telemetry out-
puts and velocity and yaw rate inputs into the N1 flight
controller.

The three quadrotors were commanded to fly to an altitude
of 20 m above the ground and maintain a triangular formation.
The secure communication commenced once the quadrotors
reached the desired altitude of the quadrotors. After a period
of 1 min, one of the nodes was commanded to break the flight
formation and fly out of range of the remaining nodes. When
a time period of 30-s elapsed, the quadrotor was commanded
to fly back in range of the other nodes.

The following two scenarios were tested.

1) Miner Node Disruption: In the first scenario, the miner
node (Node 1) was commanded to break flight formation
and go out of WiFi range. Node 1 was also the bootstrap
node. The transactions posted by the remaining nodes could
not be validated by the miner. As such, no new blocks were
added to the blockchain. The communication links between
the nodes were disrupted, and the file transfer between the
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Fig. 10. Average τimage in seconds for PoA and PoW tests for different difficulty levels for three different network routers. (a) PoA—Linksys Router.
(b) PoW—Linksys Router. (c) PoA—TP-Link Router. (d) PoW—TP-Link Router. (e) PoA—Verizon Hotspot. (f) PoW—Verizon Hotspot.

nodes terminated. On Node 1, the Geth console and the Truffle
program terminated, thereby disrupting the entire blockchain
network between the nodes.

2) Nonminer Node Disruption: In the second scenario, a
nonminer node (Node 3) was commanded to break formation
and go out of WiFi range. The rest of the nodes remain unaf-
fected and continued to interact with the smart contract. Due
to the round-robin arrangement, Node 1 and Node 2 continued
to exchange information over the blockchain. When Node 3
came back in range of the blockchain network, it was able to
rejoin the Ethereum network. This is due to the fact that the
Ethereum nodes connect with each other over the TCP port of
the bootstrap node. Thus, when Node 3 was within the WiFi
network range, it was able to rejoin the Ethereum network by
connecting to the TCP port of Node 1.

D. Flight Duration With and Without Ethereum Payload

The flight time of multirotor sUAVs is critical for tasks, such
as surveillance, transportation, and search and rescue. As such,
it is vital that the flight times of blockchain-enabled multirotor
sUAVs are not significantly hampered due to the increased
payload. Outdoor flight tests were conducted to observe the
difference in flight times of the multirotor sUAV with and
without the Ethereum payload. A total of five outdoor flights
were conducted where the DJI M100 quadrotor was flown to
an altitude of 20 m and commanded to hover until the battery
ran down to 20% charge. The quadrotors were equipped with
the TB48D battery that has a capacity of 5700 mAh [89].
It was found that without the Ethereum payload, the average
hovering flight time was approximately 21 min and 27 s. The
nonminer node payload with the Raspberry Pi and associated
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battery weighed 147.41 g with an average flight time of 19 min
and 48 s. The miner node payload with the NVIDIA Jetson
and associated battery weighed 997 g with an average flight
time of 12 min and 23 s.

V. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

Several observations are made from the experiments.
1) For PoA, the difficulty level does not have any sig-

nificant impact on the average τimage. However, as
expected, the average τimage increases significantly with
an increase in the difficulty levels for PoW.

2) At Difficulty 4, it was observed that the time taken to
validate the transaction increased significantly for PoW.
The time to validate transactions could not keep up
with the rate at which images were being uploaded to
the IPFS. Only 50% images were transmitted across the
network when the TP-Link router was used. 33% of
the images were successfully transferred when the
Linksys router was used, and 66% images were suc-
cessfully transferred when the Verizon mobile hotspot
was used.

3) Overall, it was observed that PoA provided a lower aver-
age τimage compared to PoW. This behavior is in line
with the fact that PoA does not rely on the mining
process to verify transactions. On the other hand, PoW
relies on the nodes using their computational resources
to solve the mining problem to validate transactions in
a block, often taking up significant time. As such, PoA
can validate transactions quicker than PoW as time goes
on and proves to be the faster option for data transfer
in multirobot systems.

4) WiFi Disruptions: When an Ethereum node experiences
WiFi issues or disruptions, it is important that the
remaining nodes continue the data transfer without get-
ting affected. A miner node losing WiFi connection
can be catastrophic to the network, as is observed by
our experiments. Having more than one miner node in
the network can add redundancy and provide protection
against such failures. On the other hand, a nonminer
node has the ability to drop out and rejoin the Ethereum
network. All the logic that is required to ensure uninter-
rupted communication in the case of a nonminer node
dropping out and rejoining can be coded in the smart
contract.

5) Security Analysis: The security of smart contracts can be
evaluated along the dimensions of data confidentiality,
integrity, and nonrepudiation [90], [91].

a) Confidentiality: Given the fact that this was a
private Ethereum network, the Ethereum account
addresses of the participating quadrotor nodes
were known beforehand and were added to the
smart contract code. Thus, only nodes whose
address matched those defined in the smart con-
tract could access the get() and set() functions
of the smart contract. This mechanism provided
confidentiality for secure information exchange.
The tradeoff here was the inability to add more

quadrotor nodes dynamically to the network.
Almadhoun et al. [90] provided a novel proce-
dure to automate the task of authenticating nodes
requesting to join the network. Such automation
approaches will be explored in future iterations of
this work.

b) Data Integrity: Each image was encrypted using
an asymmetric encryption scheme OpenPGP, and
then uploaded to the IPFS. When uploading the
encrypted data to the IPFS, the second layer of
encryption is added by passing the data through
an SHA-256 algorithm and encoding it to base 58.
Cryptographic hashes possess important character-
istics, such as being deterministic, uncorrelated,
unique, and one-way. The hash generated when
uploading the encrypted image to the IPFS was
then shared among the nodes using Ethereum trans-
actions. The images exchanged over the network
were protected by this double layer of encryption,
ensuring that the data was not tampered with.

c) Nonrepudiation: Transactions on the Ethereum
blockchain are signed with a digital signature using
the private key of the account issuing the trans-
action. The use of this approach provides three
security advantages: i) a method to validate the
Ethereum accounts in the network; ii) a signature
that is unique to the account such that it cannot be
forged; and iii) a guarantee of terms of service that
ensures that the transaction data cannot be modi-
fied. As soon as the miner validated a transaction,
it was recorded with its unique timestamp. Hence,
nodes could not deny their actions as the actions
were recorded in the tamper-proof logs.

6) Extension to Other Blockchain Technologies: In future
work, the smart contract presented in this work will
be implemented using other blockchain technologies
to compare and contrast the performance of multiple
blockchain platforms for multi-sUAV communications.
The smart contract developed in this work can be
extended to other blockchain technologies, such as
Hyperledger and Rootstock blockchain for Bitcoin or
RSK RBTC [92], [93]. Hyperledger Fabric provides
permissioned blockchain and features the necessary
framework to allow Ethereum smart contracts to run on
its blockchain [93]. The smart contract presented here
can be extended by creating an EVM wrapper around
the Hyperledger burrow to run the smart contract byte-
code written in Solidity. A key component included
in Hyperledger fabric is the JSON RPC API Fab3 to
mimic the web3.js library used by Ethereum DApps—
this simplifies the extension process from Ethereum to
Hyperledger. Similarly, RSK RBTC provides a frame-
work to extend Ethereum smart contracts [92]. The RVM
(RSK Virtual Machine) is compatible with EVM at the
op-code level. This compatibility allows Ethereum smart
contracts to run easily on the RSK-RBTC. RVM is also
compatible with the tools used to deploy and inter-
act with EVM smart contracts. Detailed instructions to
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use Ethereum smart contracts on the RSK-RBTC can
be found in [94]. Teams developing other blockchain
technologies and frameworks, such as EOS are working
toward creating functionality to extend Ethereum smart
contracts to their platforms [95].

7) Integration With Multi-sUAV Motion Planning

Algorithms: Integrating a blockchain-enabled multi-
sUAV system with a decentralized motion planner is
a natural extension to this work. A receding horizon,
mixed-integer nonlinear programming (RH-MINLP)-
based motion planner that allows multiple sUAVs to
navigate toward multiple waypoints while securely
transferring data over the blockchain will be the next
objective of this study [10].

VI. CONCLUSION

This article documented the hardware and software setup,
and experimental results for an Ethereum-based secure
information exchange system mounted aboard multiple
quadrotors sUAVs. The hardware architecture leveraged a low-
cost NVIDIA GPU for mining during flight and Raspberry
Pis as nonminer Ethereum nodes for data collection and stor-
age. The software architecture leveraged Ethereum’s ability to
program smart contracts for secure, confidential, and tamper-
proof data access, and a decentralized file system IPFS for data
storage. The system was mounted on three DJI M100 quadro-
tors, and flight tests were performed to collect and securely
share images across this 3-quadrotor network. The imple-
mentation of a private Ethereum network provided security
features, such as confidentiality, data integrity, and nonrepu-
diation. The combined use of Ethereum blockchain and IPFS
provided a distributed data storage system while avoiding a
single point of database failure for the network. Experimental
results focused on studying the average time taken to trans-
fer an image across the network as a function of image size
and consensus algorithm (PoA versus PoW) and the Ethereum
difficulty level. The experiments also evaluated the resilience
of the Ethereum network in the face of WiFi communication
disruptions. Finally, the increased sUAV energy consumption
due to additional Ethereum hardware payload as inferred by
battery life and flight time was documented. The use of the
PoA consensus algorithm provided faster image transfer com-
pared to PoW. The image transfer times, ability to continue
data transfer in the face of communication disruption and
reasonable multi-sUAV flight times point to the feasibility
of a blockchain-enabled communication system for multiple
sUAVs.
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